Conformational flexibility in nucleic acids provides a basis for complex structures, binding, and signaling. One-base bulges directly neighboring single-base mismatches in nucleic acids can be present in a minimum of two distinct conformations, complicating the examination of the thermodynamics by calorimetry or UVmonitored melting techniques. To provide additional information about such structures, we demonstrate how electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) active spin-labeled base analogues, base-specifically incorporated into the DNA, are monitors of the superposition of different bulge-mismatch conformations. EPR spectra provide information about the dynamic environments of the probe. This information is cast in terms of "dynamic signatures" that have an underlying basis in structural variations. By examining the changes in the equilibrium of the different states across a range of temperatures, the enthalpy and entropy of the interconversion among possible conformations can be determined. The DNA constructs with a single bulge neighboring a singlebase mismatch ("bulge-mismatches") may be approximately modeled as an equilibrium between two possible conformations. This structural information provides insight into the local composition of the bulge-mismatch sequences. Experiments on the bulge-mismatches show that basepairing across the helix can be understood in terms of purine and pyrimidine interactions, rather than specific bases. Measurements of the enthalpy and entropy of formation for the bulge-mismatches by differential scanning calorimetry and UV-monitored melting confirm that the formation of bulge-mismatches is in fact more complicated than a simple two-state process, consistent with the base-specific spectral data that bulge-mismatches exist in multiple conformations in the premelting temperature region. We find that the calculations with the nearest-neighbor (NN) model for the two likely conformations do not correlate well with the populations of structures and thermodynamic parameters inferred from the base-specific EPR dynamics probe. We report that the base-specific spin probes are able to identify a bistable, temperature dependent, switching between conformations for a particular complex bulged construct.
Introduction
DNA sequence dependent structure is extremely polymorphic. Depending upon the particular sequences comprising two strands, there are a number of alternate possible minor structures that can coexist due to favorable sequence dependent interactions. Such minor duplex structures might contain mismatch base pairs, bulged base pairs, or other non-Watson-Crick interactions within the duplexes. Consequently, depending on their sequences, a population of duplex complexes can occupy multiple conformations that may be separated by relatively small energy barriers and therefore may interconvert resulting in a steady-state of multiple duplex conformations. Such manifold minor duplex structures with small energy barriers between them have been suggested for over twenty years, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] although their characterization has been elusive. EPR spectroscopy provides an ideal tool with which to probe existence and interconversion of multiple interdependent conformers in the premelting region in regions where bulged and mismatched bases are found.
Extrahelical (bulged) bases can be vital to the structure and function of RNA and DNA systems or to sources of potentially harmful frame-shift or deletion mutations. Only 1.2% of human DNA codes for proteins, leaving a vast amount of DNA, much of which is nonduplexed. 7 One nonduplex, noncoding sequence neighbors the human pseudoautosomal telomere and is composed of a loop made of neighboring mismatched bases. 8 This looped type of nonduplex structure has been postulated to serve as a molecular switch and is but one example of how noncoding DNA influences biological function. 9 Bulges are often intermediates for errors in DNA replication, targets for repair enzymes in imperfect homologous recombination, 10 and are believed to play a significant role in many diseases, including muscular dystrophy and Alzheimer's. 11, 12 In fact, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which include some forms of single-base bulges, are thought to account for ∼90% of mutations in an individual's DNA. 13 There is much interest in developing high-throughput SNP detection methods in order to map diseases and disease susceptibility to a set of SNPs. New techniques to probe for SNPs are being developed, which require an understanding of the structure and dynamics of SNP sites. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Sequence-dependent effects have a profound impact on the insertion or deletion of bases during DNA replication and could determine the type and severity of an SNP. 19 It has been shown that the frequency of one-base deletion mutations are affected by the identity of the base as well as of its neighboring bases. 20 A number of studies have indicated that bulge structure and dynamicsaresize,sequence,position,andtemperaturedependent. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] For example, solution NMR studies have shown that for thymidine or cytidine bulges, the position of the bulge relative to the helix depends on both temperature and flanking sequence. 21, 22 To understand the energetics underlying the structure and sequence-dependent structure of duplex DNAs, UV-monitored melting is often employed. While experimentally straightforward, a shortcoming of this technique is that results are ordinarily analyzed assuming DNA hybridizes in a twostate manner. For many DNA sequences, it is unlikely that melting is simply a transition between two well-defined structures. Even so, the two-state assumption is often employed in the analysis of DNA melting curves collected by UV absorbance and the evaluation of thermodynamic parameters. The two-state model is particularly inadequate for DNA systems with conformational flexibility that can exist in multiple distinct structures prior to melting. In contrast to UV melting, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is commonly used to determine the enthalpy and entropy of formation of a nucleic acid in a modelindependent manner. By combining the DSC and UV melting results, it can be determined whether the DNA actually melts in a two-state manner. 29 The most widely used method to predict the thermodynamics of the melting transition for a given DNA sequence is the nearest-neighbor (NN) model. First developed by Crothers et al. and Tinoco et al, 30 ,31 the NN model assumes that the thermodynamics of a duplex with known sequence can be calculated as the sum of individual NN doublets comprising the specific sequence. In the NN model, sequence dependence or other types of interactions are implicitly assumed not to extend beyond two base pairs. SantaLucia evaluated and reported a "unified" set of NN parameters for perfectly matched duplexes. 32 Since being reported, these unified parameters have been ubiquitously applied to the design of DNA probes and primers. NN parameters are also available for all possible singlebase pair mismatches, and single base overhangs. In contrast, comparatively few groups have studied in any systematic way the consequences on thermodynamic properties of duplex DNAs containing a single base bulge flanked by a mismatch base pair. Because of lack of availability of quantitative parameters, current applications of the NN model either ignore the bulge or assume it to behave as a broken base pair.
Each of the DNA constructs in this study is composed of a short oligomer containing a single spin-labeled base. The same spin-labeled oligomer is then hybridized with various nonlabeled complementary oligomers, each one base shorter than the spinlabeled oligomer. At minimum, the resulting structure is composed of two conformations capable of interconversion. These "bulge-mismatch" constructs are compared to two reference spectra: the EPR spectra of the spin-labeled bases within fully duplexed DNAs are the reference spectra reflecting minimum base motion, and the EPR spectra of DNAs containing a spin-labeled base with no available partner are the reference spectra reflecting maximum base motion. The EPR spectra contain information of the dynamics of the spin probe, which in turn is information about the local structure of the DNA around the spin probe. The spin label within the constructs reflects either rapid or slow motion depending on whether the environment allows the probe to move with respect to the DNA or whether the environment hinders that motion. In this way, the multiplicity of spin probe environments reflects the equilibrium among possible structures. The EPR-based information is complementary to standard thermodynamic data because it indicates which possible structures are present within a single thermodynamic state. Additionally, we report that DSC studies on the same constructs support the notion that multiple structures are present at all temperatures.
Materials and Methods
DNA Samples. DNA oligomers were constructed through solid-state synthesis, as described elsewhere. [33] [34] [35] For all experiments, samples were prepared in a solvent of 10 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM sodium chloride, and 0.1 mM EDTA at pH 7.0 buffer (PNE buffer).
Samples for EPR Studies. In this study, spin labels Ç and Q were employed. The structures are shown in Figure 1 where Ç is an analog of cytidine and forms a Watson-Crick-like base pair with G, and Q forms a base pair with 2-amino purine (2AP). Spin labels were incorporated into the duplex constructs called GÇ /G, GÇ /T, GQ/P, QA/P, GÇ /A, Ç A/C, and GÇ A/AC displayed in Figure 2 . Control duplexes containing spin labels, and referred to as constructs I-VI, are shown in Figure 3 . To make the duplexes shown in Figures 2 and 3 , the spin-labeled sequences were combined in a 1:1.2-1.5 ratio with the appropriate unlabeled complementary strand and hybridized stepwise on a thermocycler according to the following scheme: 90°C, 2 min; 60°C, 5 min; 50°C, 5 min; 40°C, 5 min; 22°C, 15 min; store at 4°C. Sequence design was such that the bulge constructs contained one less nucleotide on the unlabeled strand than the spin-labeled strand to create a one-base bulge on the spin-labeled strand of the hybridized duplex. Sample labels indicate the bases on the longer strand, 5′ to 3′, followed by the base(s) on the shorter strand. For the EPR experiments, the final concentration of the spin-labeled DNA was between 80 and 150 µM.
Samples for DSC and UV Melting. DNA concentrations were 3.6 µM for UV melting experiments performed on the complexes shown in Figures 2 and 3 . DNA samples for DSC melting experiments were analogous to those used for EPR studies and UV melting, except a natural cytidine replaced the spin probe analog, Ç , because of the large sample volumes for DSC measurements. For DSC melting experiments, duplex DNA concentrations were 75-130 µM.
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UV-Monitored Melting Experiments. Absorbance at 268 nm versus temperature measurements (UV melting curves) were collected using a Cary 100 UV-vis spectrophotometer (Varian Instruments, Walnut Creek, CA). Sample temperature was increased from 10 to 80°C at a rate of 0.5°C/min. Data points were collected every 0.5°C.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry Measurements. DSC melting curves were collected as measurements of the excess heat capacity, ∆C p , versus temperature, using one of four Nano-DSC differential scanning calorimeters (Calorimetry Sciences Corp -CSC). Data was analyzed using the Cpcalc (CSC) routine and produced the melting enthalpy (∆H f°) and entropy (∆S f°) . Free energy (∆G f°) was calculated using the formula ∆G f°) ∆H f°-T∆S f°. For all melting experiments, DNA concentrations ranged from 75-130 mM.
EPR Experiments and Data Analysis. CW-EPR Experiments. Using a commercial X-band (∼9.4 GHz) Bruker EMX EPR spectrometer, spectra were collected from 0 to 40 at 5°C intervals, accurate to (0.2°C, such that the highest temperature data point for each sample is still at least 5°C below the UVmonitored melting temperature for that construct. For each sample, 50-100 scans were taken and averaged to obtain the final spectrum. A modulation frequency of 100 kHz at modulation amplitude 1.0 G was used, at 2.0 mW microwave power (nonsaturating conditions).
Saturation RecoWery EPR Experiments. Pulsed saturation recovery (pSR) spectra were acquired at X-band (∼9.2 GHz) on a home-built EPR spectrometer with both CW and saturation recovery EPR measurement capability. 36 A CW spectrum is obtained with resolution of 1024 points over a range of 90 G during one scan at a constantly applied -12 dbm microwave power with 1 G modulation amplitude and a modulation frequency of 10 kHz. The highest spin density point for an 14 Nnitroxide-labeled DNA sample is the center of the spectrum; this position was chosen as the field position at which the pump pulse was applied for the pSR experiment. To collect data by pSR, a 200 ns pump pulse was applied with +20 dbm of microwave power, followed by a 90 ns dead time. The response was observed with an offset of 100 kHz at -12 dbm of microwave power. The typical time resolution for a pSR spectrum in this study was 20 ns per point for 4096 points and averaged over 4.8 × 10 6 scans (80% of the scans on resonance and 20% ∼100 Gauss off resonance for background subtraction). For each relaxation rate reported, the experiment was repeated at minimum six times and the results averaged. All samples were in a gas-permeable, but not water-permeable, 0.8 mm inner diameter Teflon capillary tube under a continuous stream of N 2 gas at ∼21°C.
Dynamic Signatures from EPR Spectra. There are several ways of measuring EPR spectral features reported by a spin Each of the SLOW controls has the spin label locked into the duplex structure, and each of the FAST controls has Watson-Crick basepairs on each side of the spin label with no partner provided for the spin probe itself. The spin probe is indicated in each construct by red font, and P represents Q's basepairing partner, 2-aminopurine. The top sample of each column (I and IV) is the control for GÇ /G and GÇ /T, the constructs II and V are the SLOW and FAST controls for GQ/P, and III and VI are controls for QA/P. UV monitored T M s are given in Table 1. probe and obtaining a "dynamic signature". One method is to measure the full peak-to-trough width (referred to as 〈2A zz 〉 in EPR literature) of the CW-EPR spectra. 37 A second method is to measure the line width of the central peak in the CW-EPR. 38 The third method is to directly measure the spin-lattice relaxation rate. 36, 39 As briefly described below, for each of these signatures the more exposed the labeled base is to the solvent environment, the less constrained it is by the adjoining duplex structure and therefore the faster the characteristic motional time.
1. Spectral Width,〈2A zz 〉 The peak-to-trough spectral width is measured as the difference between the maximum of the low-field peak and the minimum of the high-field peak. Standard routines within Matlab are used to search for the local maximum and minimum. Measurements are routinely repeated on at least two independently prepared samples.
Center Manifold Linewidth
The observed width of the center field line is obtained using Matlab to search for the maximum and minimum of the CW-EPR spectra. The line width is the difference in field positions of the minimum and maximum of the CW-EPR spectra. The extreema of the center field line are that of the full EPR spectra. The measurement was repeated on at least two independently prepared samples.
3. Spin-lattice Relaxation Rate A set of 6-10 pSR-EPR measurements was fit globally to a single exponential, giving a single relaxation rate. A comparison was performed using two relaxation rates to demonstrate that the spectra were fit better by a single exponential decay curve.
Fitting of EPR Spectra to a Sum of Two Components. For the bulged DNA duplexes of this study, EPR spectra were modeled as the sum of two reference spectra, using a leastsquares fitting routine (Marquardt-Levenberg minimization algorithm) in Matlab. At each temperature, control spectra were measured at the same temperature as the sample spectra, and the sample spectra fit as a superposition of two control spectra. All spectra were normalized, and the points of maximum intensity on the center field line in each of the spectra (where y ) 0 in the derivative spectra) were aligned. This ensured that any variation in frequency of the instrument did not affect the results of the fitting procedure. Previous work has shown that this method was in good agreement with standard methods of determining fractions of two components in a mixture. 40 To determine errors in fitting of EPR spectra, several metrics were evaluated. Spectra for each bulge-mismatch construct were obtained at least twice on multiple samples. Spectra were digitized to 4096 points by the EPR instrument and then filtered to 256 points to facilitate computation. Even further reducing the number of points to 128 did not affect the results. Each EPR spectrum was fit to sets of SLOW and FAST control spectra. Reducing the number of points slightly increased the errors in the Marquardt-Levenberg fitting (because the total error was averaged over fewer points).
Simulation of EPR Spectra. Simulations of EPR spectra were performed according to the methods of Freed and co-workers. 41 The simulation was performed using the following tensors, derived from a fit to a rigid-limit spectra of a 14-mer DNA in 50% (w/v) sucrose/PNE solution at 0°C (determined in a previous study): g xx ) 2.0086, g yy ) 2.0064, g zz ) 2.0026, A xx ) 5.81 G, A yy ) 5.75 G, and A zz ) 36.75 G. 42 The homogeneous linewidths were chosen to be 0.7, 0.85, and 1.3 G (from low field to high field), and the inhomogeneous broadening function had a width of 0.58 G. 42 The tilt of the Euler angle was set equal to 20°. 42 The diffusion tensor values were calculated for a rigid cylinder of the dimensions of a 14-mer DNA at differing temperatures, based on the well-established methods of Tirado and de la Torre.
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Theoretical Methods and Data Analysis. InterconWersion Between SLOW and FAST Conformations: Enthalpies and Entropies from EPR Experimental Data. The bulge-mismatch constructs were modeled assuming a two-state equilibrium between two distinct conformations of each bulge-mismatch. These states are a duplex DNA with a spin label in the bulged position (out, FAST dynamics) and a duplex with the spin label firmly locked into the duplex structure (in, SLOW conformational dynamics).
44 EPR spectra were analyzed to determine the dynamic equilibrium between the FAST and SLOW states. The middle spectrum of Figure 4 shows an example fit of a bulgemismatch sample to spectra from the SLOW and FAST controls. The chemical reaction is two-state: SLOWaFAST. The control spectra from sample I (blue in Figure 4 ), S(x), and IV (green), F(x), were added to produce a least-squares fitted line (black dashed), shown superimposed on top of the target sample (red) spectrum. All spectra, E(x), were normalized to unity with the double integral
The expression for the equilibrium between SLOW and FAST conformations is given by 
FAST IV -100.7 ( 1. 
To evaluate the thermodynamics of the SLOW to FAST interconversion reaction, the natural logarithm of the equilibrium constant, K eq , obtained from the ratio in eq 1.2, was plotted according to the van't Hoff relation
The slope was (-∆H D /R) and the intercept (∆S D /R), and K eq is the ratio obtained from eq 1.2. Results of the linear fits provided evaluations of ∆H D and ∆S D , determined by the dynamics associated with the spin probe being bulged out or locked into the helical structure. The values ∆H D and ∆S D were compared to analogous quantities, ∆H NN and ∆S NN , estimated from the NN model.
InterconWersion Between Conformations: Calculation of Enthalpies and Entropies from the Unified Nearest-Neighbor (NN) Model. On the basis of the assumption that the dynamics can be approximately described in terms of a SLOW and FAST structure (used to obtain K eq and ∆H D above), the NN method can be applied to approximate ∆∆H NN and ∆∆S NN . Calculations were based on the published NN parameters. 32 For example, the calculation to determine the NN enthalpy is demonstrated. The same process is used to determine the entropy. The difference in enthalpy between the FAST and SLOW components is given by For example, consider the two equilibrium states of GÇ /T, shown in Figure 2 . The difference can be calculated in two ways, depending on how the mismatched and bulged bases are treated.
1. Assume the enthalpy of a bulge-mismatch construct is not affected by the presence of the bulge. This approximation allows determination of the interconversion enthalpy from the difference in energies of the different basepairs flanking the bulge in the two conformational states. After identical terms that appear in ∆H f for both SLOW and FAST conformations cancel, the result for ∆∆H NN of interconversion is CG/GT represents the NN doublet (i.e., 5′ CG 3′ / 3′ GT 5′ ), comprised of a C:G Watson-Crick basepair flanked by a G:T mismatch. This analysis omits contributions from the bulged Ç in the FAST conformation and the bulged G in the SLOW conformation.
2. Assume the contribution from the basepair adjoining the bulge can be ignored, which implicitly assumes that stacking interactions "across" the bulged site do not contribute significantly to the interconversion reaction. The result is 45 where N phos is the number of phosphate groups in the oligomer, N phos ) N length *2-2 in basepairs, and N length is the length of the oligomer in basepairs. This correction of ∆S NN has not been tested for bulge-containing duplexes, although we used eq 1.7 in our calculations of ∆S NN . It is reported that ∆H f for DNA duplexes is independent of Na + concentration, thus it is assumed that ∆∆H NN for the bulge-mismatch samples is not affected by [Na + ]. 45 In the NN calculations, the Q spin probe was treated as thymidine, the 2-aminopurine as an adenosine, and the Ç spin probe as cytidine. Earlier work established that these spin probes are thermodynamically analogous to the natural bases. 33, 34, 44, 46 It should be noted that the NN model is based on thermodynamic parameters obtained from analysis of melting curves of duplex DNAs, even though it has been applied to estimate thermodynamic parameters below the melting region.
UV-Monitored Melting: Enthalpies and Entropies of Formation from Experimental Data. To estimate melting thermodynamic parameters from UV melting curves, the low and high temperature linear sections were extrapolated across the temperature range, as depicted in Figure S1 in Supporting Information. Procedures developed by Breslauer and co-workers were utilized to evaluate thermodynamic parameters from DNA melting curves. 29 In the nonlinear region, each temperatureabsorbance point is defined as the fraction of strands in the duplex state, R i ) R(T i ) ) X/X + Y, where the index (T i ) refers to the temperature. Determination of X and Y is shown graphically in Figure S1 in Supporting Information. The basic annealing reaction is given by 
C T is equal to the total strand concentration. The equilibrium constant at each point i along the curve is given by Melting temperature, T m , is defined as the temperature when R ) 0.5 (half of the DNA is single-stranded). The equilibrium constant at the T m is
The standard form of the van't Hoff equation is given as To calculate the free energy at each point of the transition The equilibrium constant (K i ) K(T i )) is for the reaction of two distinct strands going to a duplex. It should correspond to the relative fraction of spin label that is solvent exposed (bulged out) versus locked into the duplex structure, at each temperature (T i ) through the melting (nonlinear) region.
The entropy of the annealing reaction from single strands to duplex is calculated using eq 1.13 DSC Melting: Enthalpies and Entropies of Formation from Experimental Data. DSC measures changes in excess heat capacity, ∆C p , versus temperature T when a DNA sample is heated or cooled. Thermodynamic parameters of the DNA melting transition, ∆H cal and ∆S cal were evaluated from the normalized, baseline corrected ∆C p versus temperature curve. 47, 48 DSC data were collected at heating rates from 15 to 90°C/hr. The average buffer baseline determined from multiple (usually more than eight) scans of the buffer alone was subtracted from these curves. The resulting baseline corrected curve was then normalized for total DNA concentration and the calorimetric transition enthalpy, ∆H cal , and entropy, ∆S cal , are evaluated. Routinely, at least three forward and reverse ∆C p versus T scans were made per experiment. For short DNA melting curves it is generally assumed 49 that ∆C p ) ∆C p (T initial ) -∆C p (T final ) ) 0, but this assumption has not been generally validated (mainly because it is difficult to measure). If there is no net excess ∆C p in the melting reaction, then the thermodynamic transition parameters, evaluated from analysis of the transition (in the temperature region of the transition, i.e. at T m ), were assumed to be entirely independent of temperature. These evaluated parameters are then applied to calculate stabilities (equilibrium constants) of duplex complexes at temperatures below (20-40°C ) the transition region. In the few cases attempted to evaluate ∆C p * 0 for DNA melting, the derived value has been found to be relatively small, but nonzero. [49] [50] [51] [52] Yet this is clearly an issue that has not been settled. It is particularly relevant for the interpretation of reactions that occur far below the transition region. As in this study, small differences in thermodynamic stability of different duplexes are introduced via sequence specific design.
The effect of a nonzero ∆C p on the evaluated thermodynamic parameters is as follows
The values of ∆H°(T°) and ∆S°(T°) are the enthalpy and entropy values at the reference temperature T°, which can be designated as the melting transition temperature T m . The parameters in the transition region ∆H°(T°) and ∆S°(T°) can be evaluated by DSC. In practice, DSC melting curves are acquired using Nano-II differential scanning calorimeters (Calorimetry Sciences Corp., Provo, Utah). If ∆H°(T°) ) ∆H cal and ∆S°(T°) ) ∆S cal are evaluated by DSC, and ∆C p is known for a duplex, values of ∆H(T) and ∆S(T) for melting (or annealing) can be determined at any temperature and will likely be more accurate.
Results
We report data on bulge-mismatch constructs (Figure 2 ), utilizing two base-specific spin probes (Figure 1 ). Each bulgemismatch was simulated as a sum of FAST and SLOW components (as illustrated in Figure 4 ) across a range of temperatures in the premelting region. The temperature-dependent results are used to determine a dynamics-based entropy and enthalpy of interconversion between conformations present in equilibrium within the premelting temperature region. We compare our results to those of various NN model predictions that are based on simple assumptions about the nature of the conformations contributing to the state of the DNA as a function of temperature, in the melting region. Moreover, the thermodynamics of the conformations involved in forming the DNA were examined by DSC and UV-monitored melting experiments.
EPR Reference Samples. The construct designed with a Ç paired to X (X ) A, C, T, or G) , is shown in the inset of Figure  5 . The melting temperatures (T m ) of each complex measured by UV melting and EPR spectral widths measured as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 5 .
Spectral width is an established reporter of the level of spin label motion, where the narrowest peak-to-peak line width reflects the highest level of motion. 37 As seen in Figure 5 , the order of the T m 's was Ç /G . Ç /A > Ç /T > Ç /C. Over the entire premelting region examined, the widest spectral widths are observed for sequences with a Ç /C or Ç /T, while the Ç /G and Ç /A sequences show more motion. Interestingly, the level of motion does not correlate with the order of T m 's, revealing that reduced motion does not imply a more thermodynamically stable state. On the basis of spectral width measurements, the level of motion among the Ç /X samples is lowest for Ç /C, although
(1.14)
Ç /G has a T m that is ∼16°C higher than Ç /C. For comparison, the spectral widths of the simulated spectra are also plotted versus temperature in Figure 5 . The simulations were done assuming only rigid body motion of a cylinder-like object; no internal motion was included in the calculation. Consequently, the simulated spectra have a larger spectral width than Ç /C, which in turn has a larger spectral width than that of a bulged Ç in the FAST control (spectra shown in Figure S2 , Supporting Information). In Figure 6 (top), the spin-lattice relaxation rates (R 1e ) are reported for the Ç /X samples and the simulated 14-mer (solid blue line and plus marks) as shown in Figure 5 , as well as the Ç -labeled bulge samples (structures shown in Figures 2 and  3-IV) . The solid black line indicates the excellent linear correlation between spectral width and R 1e for the Ç /X samples. The dashed black line indicates a different linear correlation between spectral width and R 1e for the bulged samples. The R 1e values, calculated on the basis of a rigid 14-mer, 39,53 demonstrate that the experimental R 1e values are about twice as large as the calculated values. The increased rate of experimental values arises from the internal motion of the spin probe over and above that of a rigid object. 39 The R 1e , like the spectral width (2〈A zz 〉), indicates Ç /C has the least mobility of the Ç /X samples. Figure  6 (bottom) indicates high correlation between the dynamics reported based on central field manifold measurement and full spectral width measurement.
Because Ç /C (I in Figure 3 ) reported the lowest level of spin label motion, it was used as a reference sample for SLOW dynamics. Control sample IV in Figure 3 has a Ç spin probe present without any partner available for pairing, and has a higher T m than any of the other bulge samples (and it is nearly equal to the T m of GÇ /G), as can be seen in Table 1 .
To show a comparison of experimental spectra from the reference constructs to spectra that are simulated with no internal motion, EPR spectra from the simulated 14-mer (first column) and the control samples I (second column), and IV (third column) at 0, 20, and 40°C are shown in Figure S2 in Supporting Information. Sample I resembles the 14-mer rigid simulation more closely than does sample IV.
A Single Base Bulge Adjacent to a Single Base Mismatch. The EPR spectra for the bulge-mismatches at each temperature were fit to a superposition of the control spectra, and the percentage of FAST component was determined. These values are plotted versus temperature in Figure 7 (top) . GÇ /T, Ç A/C, and GQ/P all contain a larger percentage of the FAST spectra at higher temperature, GÇ /A is fairly constant across the temperature range studied, and GÇ /G and QA/P both have less FAST at higher temperature.
Using eq 1.2 and results of fitting the EPR spectra to a superposition of the two controls, ln (K eq ) at each temperature and for the different samples was determined, and plotted versus [1/T] in Figure 7 (bottom). Points were fit to the van't Hoff equation and values of ∆H D and ∆S D were derived, and are listed in Table 2 . GÇ /A, GÇ /T, Ç A/C, and GQ/P all have endothermic SLOWfFAST transitions, while GÇ /G and QA/P both have exothermic SLOWfFAST transitions. The ∆H D and ∆S D values in Table 2 were used to calculate ∆G D (T) of the interconversion at 20°C given in Table 2 .
The spectra from bulge-mismatch samples GÇ /A, GÇ /G, GÇ /T and Ç A/C (structures shown in Figure 2 ) were fit as a sum of the FAST reference IV and the corresponding spectra from the Ç /X samples. For example, GÇ /T was fit to a sum of FAST and Ç /T. Results are shown in Figure S3 in Supporting Information. Comparing the plots in Figures 7 (top) and S3 (Supporting Information), it is evident that the results obtained when using the closest-matching Ç /X as reference spectra are not qualitatively different than when Ç /C is used as the reference SLOW sample. Therefore, using the Ç /C construct as general reference sample, rather than use a construct specific for a particular sequence, does not compromise any of the conclusions. Figure 2 ) were fit to a spectral sum of SLOW and FAST control spectra. For sample GÇ A/AC, any of the three center bases (G, Ç , or A) could form a one-base bulge, which leaves the neighboring bases to form two mismatched basepairs. Among the many possibilities for dominant structures, there are likely two competing equilibria in GÇ A/AC: (1) The competition between the G and Ç for the A mismatch, and (2) the competition between the Ç and A for the C mismatch. The former is much like the GC/A construct and the latter is much like the CA/C construct, which have been analyzed by the same SLOW to FAST equilibrium.
Results of fitting GÇ A/AC, GÇ /A, and Ç A/C to a sum of the spectra for the controls I and IV are shown in Figure 8 . Similarity between the fraction of the GÇ A/AC sequence and the two single base bulges in the two different temperature regimes, suggests the equilibrium is composed of multiple interconverting structures, which differ markedly with temperature.
Melting Thermodynamics for Bulge-Mismatches. Thermodynamic parameters evaluated by UV and DSC melting curve analysis are summarized in Tables 1 and 3 . The ∆H f and ∆S f from UV melting studies are all more negative than the DSC results, as are the resultant ∆G f values at 20°C. As expected, the T m values obtained by UV melting experiments are 10-21°C lower than measured by DSC for every sample. This difference in T m was most certainly due to the difference in concentrations for the two types of experiment.
From calorimetry, the order of thermal stability (as determined by either the T m 's or the enthalpies of melting, except for the problematic Ç /C) is Ç /G > Ç /A > Ç /T > Ç /C. This order of thermodynamic stability may be compared with the order of dynamics; of these four constructs Ç /C show the slowest dynamics and Ç /G has the fastest dynamics. Therefore the orders do correlate; however, the orders are counter to the notion that the most thermodynamically stable entities will have the slowest motion. Below we discuss why the dynamics of structures in the premelt region need not correlate with thermal stability. For the bulge-mismatch samples, the order of enthalpic stability is GÇ /G > GÇ /T > GÇ /A > Ç A/C, based on UV melting and assuming a two-state model for all samples (Table  1 ). This set of constructs is compared because it represents a series in which Ç is opposite each of the four bases, as the Ç /X series. The order of thermodynamic stability of the bulgemismatches is nearly the same as the corresponding oligomers in the Ç /X series. The data in Figure 7 (derived from the EPR spectra) show that in the premelt region, the nature of the structure is not explained by either the SLOW (Ç /X pairing) or the FAST construct alone. The UV melting curves for samples Ç A/C and Ç /C were broadened and have a slight shoulder toward higher temperature that provides direct calorimetric evidence that makes the two-state model even more questionable.
The DSC data in Table 3 for GÇ /A and GÇ A/AC (the bulgedouble mismatch) are remarkably similar, although the UV melting data for these two samples did not show the same high level of similarity. In fact, the UV melting data showed nearly identical results for Ç A/C and GÇ A/AC. A comparison of DSC results for GÇ A/AC and Ç A/C cannot be made because the Ç A/C molecule displayed two distinct peaks in the DSC melting curve. Other DSC curves of 14-mer and 11-mer bulge-single mismatch constructs having a C/C interaction as one conformational possibility also showed two peaks (data not shown). 
Comparison of EPR Experimental Data to NN Calculations.
Results of the EPR-derived thermodynamics of interconversion from SLOWfFAST were compared for two different types of NN calculations in Figure S4 in Supporting Information. No clear correspondence was observed between EPR-derived thermodynamics and the analogous parameters from the NN calculations.
In order to observe whether the calorimetric data corresponded with NN calculation, the experimentally derived DSC and UV melting values for enthalpy and entropy of formation were compared directly to the NN-calculated thermodynamics of formation for either the FAST or SLOW state. Figure S5 in Supporting Information shows that this method of comparing calorimetric data to NN calculations for bulge-mismatches is an inadequate means of determining the conformations.
EPR Studies Comparing One-, Two-, and Three-Base Bulges. EPR spectra for one-, two-, and three-base bulge samples (inset of Figure 9 ) were fit to a spectral sum of the spectrum of I (Figure 3 ) and the single 14-mer spin-labeled strand used to make I without any complementary strand. The fitting method was the same as used for the bulge-mismatches, except the single-strand served as the FAST control. Results of the spectral fitting are shown in Figure 9 . From 0 to 30°C, the one-base bulge displays the most single-strand character (highest level of motion). The two-and three-base bulges reported nearly identical results from 0 to 20°C. Above 20°C, the three-base bulge began to show more and more single-strand character, presumably because it has the fewest paired bases, more conformational freedom of the bulged region, and melts at a lower temperature (27.0°C for the three-base bulge as compared to 35.8°C for the two-base bulge) as determined by UV melting.
Discussion
These studies have shown that a base-specific probe in conjunction with a spectroscopic technique can provide information not attainable by melting studies. EPR spectroscopy is a valuable technique for such studies, since it is sensitive to dynamics on the nanosecond to microsecond time scale. Thus, EPR is suitable for observing local motions in DNA, (as well as twisting and bending collective motions and overall tumbling motions for nucleic acids). 42 EPR studies of nucleic acids require incorporation of unpaired electrons, such as nitroxide radicals. For detection of base or nucleotide specific dynamics, the nitroxide spin labels must be somewhat rigid, that is not have motion independent of the nucleotide to which they are attached.
The spin labels in this study have been base-specifically attached within the helical structure of the DNA constructs; therefore, they provide information about the local structure and environment of the labeled base through the dynamics of the spin probe. The EPR spectra reflect less motion when the spin label is firmly locked within the duplex structure relative to when the spin label is bulged out or otherwise not held tightly. In this way, the dynamic's signatures of the spin probe reflect the equilibrium among possible structures. The EPR-based information is complementary to standard thermodynamic data, because it indicates which possible structures are present under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium. We present here the type of information that can be obtained from such probes, and provide a framework to understand the information and compare it with DSC results and calculations using the NN model. Our results indicate that in the premelting region at a fixed pressure and temperature the DNA is composed of several different structures.
Both UV and DSC melting data (Tables 1 and 3 , Figure S5 in Supporting Information) indicate formation of bulgemismatches is a nontwo-state process. Origins of the differences of a van't Hoff-derived (UV melting) ∆H f and the modelindependent (DSC) ∆H f have been discussed by Breslauer and co-workers. 29 Results presented here consistently showed the van't Hoff-derived ∆H f was less than the calorimetric ∆H f , highly indicative of a nontwo-state process of formation.
29 This nontwo-state formation has been observed by others, particularly in DNA duplexes with noncanonical Watson-Crick sites. 54 The structural evaluations determined by site-specific EPR probes distinguish among possible structures that are present prior to melting. The data show that bulge-mismatch DNA in the premelting region is composed of at least two distinct conformations. Comparison of results from NN calculations with EPR Figure 3 , and FAST is the FAST control sample for the top construct in Figure 4 . Instead of a spin probe, a natural cytidine base is used at the site of the spin probe, as shown in the parenthesis.
b The enthalpy and entropy could not be obtained from the DSC curves for this sample, as there were two distinct peaks in the data, each of which had a unique T m . Figure 9 . Results of fitting one-(purple squares), two-(black diamonds), and three-base (black orange circles) (structures shown in inset) bulge spectra to a sum of single-and double-stranded character (SLOW control I). The single-stranded reference comes from spectra of the spin-labeled 14-mer used in SLOW control I with no complementary strand. Error margins for each data point are <5%. (T m s are 46.8°C for the one-base bulge, 35.8°C for the two-base bulge, and 27.0°C for the three-base bulge.) data for the thermodynamics of structural interconversion is tenuous because the EPR results are determined directly from a base-specific probe, which reports on structure in the premelting region through a dynamics-dependent parameter, while the NN model is based on thermodynamic parameters from changes around the melting transition region.
There are two potential points worth consideration when applying the NN model to calculate stabilities of somewhat unusual duplexes, containing bulges and mismatches, at temperatures below the melting transition. First is the validity of the NN model for these types of structures. It is likely that the effects of single base bulges extend beyond the nearest neighbor base pairs. Second, throughout our analysis it has been assumed that the excess heat capacity difference between helical and coiled states is zero [∆C p ) 0] (i.e., that the enthalpy and entropy evaluated from DSC melting curves are temperature independent). If correct, then predicted thermodynamics at temperatures well below the transition temperature should be accurate. However, if ∆C p does not equal zero, then the enthalpy and entropy are temperature dependent. This would imply thermodynamic parameters evaluated from analysis of the melting transition region may not be accurate when extrapolated to temperatures in the pretransition temperature region. The likelihood of polymorphic states occupied by the duplex and potential temperature dependence of the thermodynamic parameters cast suspicion on reliability of results and comparisons based on the NN model.
For the samples spin-labeled with Ç , the control SLOW duplex has a cytidine across from the Ç spin label. This Ç /C sample was chosen as the reference because this particular sample give spectra that contain the least amount of EPRobservable dynamics. Surprisingly, the Ç /C construct is the most rigid dynamically but had the lowest T m . Reduced motion of Ç /C compared to the other Ç /X samples inversely correlates with the thermodynamic stability. The order of T m 's (Figures 7  and 8 and Tables 1 and 3) demonstrates that thermal stability is opposite to dynamic stability.
The motion observed from the spin probe consists of two types: the uniform motion of the duplex DNA and the internal motions of the probe relative to the duplex. (Figure 6 (top) ), and even the SLOW motion spectra contain local dynamics in addition to the uniform modes of motion ( Figure 5 ). Figure 6 illustrates different possible ways to measure a dynamic signature from the spin probe attached to a single base. The three parameters are (1) the full spectral splitting, called 2〈A zz 〉, (2) the central line width, which is directly related to the mobility parameter of Hubbell, 38 and (3) the spin lattice relaxation rate, R 1e . 39 Each parameter depends on the dynamics in different ways. However, all three track the dynamics qualitatively in the same way. The R 1e measurement follows 2〈A zz 〉 linearly, when the character of the dynamics is held constant ( Figure 5 ). For example, R 1e of the 4 Ç /X structures show a simple linear relation with 2〈A zz 〉, and the bulged structures show a different linear relation. This illustrates that R 1e depends on the dynamics in a different way from the 2〈A zz 〉 and when the characteristics of the motion change the relation changes.
The comparison of the spin-lattice relaxation rate,R 1e , with the CW EPR spectral width, 2〈A zz 〉 (Figure 6 (top) ), provides information on the origin of the dynamics. As a general principle, 2〈A zz 〉 is determined in main part by dynamics processes that have rotational diffusion coefficients comparable to the width of the spectrum, which is on the order of 10 8 Hz. In contrast, the R 1e is dominated by dynamics process that compete with the spectrometer frequency, which is 9 × 10 9 Hz (for X-band spectrometers).
39,53,55 Therefore, the results from the simulated spectra (Figure 6 (top) , blue line) demonstrate that R 1e for a sample with no internal motion does not depend strongly on the uniform mode of motion of the spin label, as the uniform mode for a ∼14-mer is much slower than the spectrometer frequency. However, the strong correlation of R 1e relative to 2〈A zz 〉 for the Ç /X and bulge-mismatch samples (black and dashed black lines in Figure 6 (top)) indicates that R 1e is sensitive to rapid motion, which is the motion of the base relative to the local helical structure. The dominant dynamics do not come from the collective modes. The collective modes are nearly independent of sequence; however, both experimental dynamics signatures are quite sensitive to sequence. Moreover, for such short lengths of DNA the amplitudes of such modes are very small. Experimentally, the rapid local dynamics are so fast that the rate of the motion does not affect 2〈A zz 〉, although the amplitude of the local motion likely does affect the width. The experimental data of the set of Ç /X samples (solid black line in Figure 6 (top)) as compared to the set of bulge-mismatches (dashed black line in Figure 6 (top)) shows each set spans a similar range of values of 2〈A zz 〉. This indicates that the range of amplitudes of motion is similar in the two types of structures. However, the range of R 1e values is larger for the Ç /X construct set than for the bulge-mismatch set, which indicates that the rates of motion for the bases within the helix are faster (i.e., closer to the spectrometer frequency) than those in the bulges. Therefore, having two independent dynamics signatures allows us to identify the local motion, including both the rate and the amplitude of motion, that contribute to defining the different states of the DNA.
From a structural perspective, differences in dynamics reflect the possibility that the pyrimidine-based spin label Ç , when paired with a pyrimidine, either cytidine or thymidine, does not fill the region of space in the center of the duplex to the extent that Ç paired with either purine does. Hence the equilibrium structure of Ç , when paired with a pyrimidine, is that of a basepair held further within the helix, and thus the spin probe appears more rigidly locked by the surrounding duplex. Therefore, while the Ç /C pairing in the duplex is thermodynamically less stable than the Ç /G pairing, it appears to be dynamically more rigid. The present observations of a close Ç /C interaction agree with other proposed structure(s) for the C/C pairing and with reported thermodynamic instability in the melting region in DNA duplexes with C/C pairings. 54, 56 It was also reported that perturbations induced by C/C pairing may persist over several base pairs. 54, 56 It is difficult to clearly define the extent or range of this interaction by conventional thermodynamic methods such as DSC. However, as shown here, EPR spectroscopy may provide an alternate viewpoint from which to investigate such sequence dependent perturbative effects. Consequently, our results on stability of Ç /C in the premelting region underscores the distinction between the information obtained from analysis of the melting region and that obtained from the EPR dynamics-sensitive base probe in the premelting region.
Validity of our assumptions on the structures of the SLOW and FAST references as well as bulge-mismatches is demonstrated by examining the distances between two Q probes. By determining the distance between two neighboring Q probes in duplex form, the spectrum ( Figure S6 in Supporting Information [1] ) shows that nearest neighbor Q's are at the interelectron distance predicted by simple helical B-form DNA (7.2 Å). 57 When one Q probe is in a bulged position, the distance between the two Q's is that of one probe pushed out of the helix and rotated, as illustrated in Figure 10 . On the left in Figure 10 , the bulged base is shown stacked into the duplex without a partner, sandwiched in between neighboring base pairs with a rotation angle of 17.3 degrees (half of the 34.6 degrees for a normal rotation) and a height of 1.7 Å. The predicted distance between the two spin probes, based on this geometry, would be only ∼5 Å. Rotating the extra base by either 90°inward (B) or 90°o utward (C), from the preceding base leads to distances of ∼11 Å, which though structurally unlikely, corresponds to the distance measured between the neighboring spins. This result supports the assertion that one spin label is bulged out and rotated, likely with some additional bending, while the other remains locked into the helical structure. Figure 9 shows that the one-base bulge FAST reference does not appear to intercalate into the duplex, as evidenced by the large percentage of single stranded dynamics. However, the twoand three-base bulge sequences seem to stabilize and be more like the duplex forms. One possible explanation for why the larger bulged region might appear to have less dynamics is that the bases stack but remain looped out. Other studies have suggested that the presence of stacked bases generates a local bend in the duplex DNA. 58 For the case of one-, two-, and threebase adenine bulges the adenines stack into the duplex. 27 The basepairs on either side of the bulge remains intact, but as the number of adenines at the bulge site increases, the bending increases. 27 A solution NMR structure of an A-T-A 3-base bulge within a 12-mer DNA oligonucleotide showed that three bases did not greatly disrupt the helical axis but rather created a large twist or "lateral shearing" between the two halves of the duplex. 58 The present results seem to be very much in agreement with these other findings. The bulge-mismatches observed here are that of a stacked set of bases on the bulge side which neither intercalate nor directly stack against the duplex structure.
In Figure 8 , the analysis of GÇ A/AC in terms of the SLOW and FAST references demonstrates a complicated dependence on temperature that cannot be modeled by a simple two-state van't Hoff type analysis. Nonetheless, a comparison with the two constructs GÇ /A and Ç A/C reveals startling similarities. At low temperature (below 20°C), the GÇ A/AC construct is much like one possible component, the GÇ /A construct, and at higher temperatures, is more like the other possible component, the Ç A/C construct. It is not surprising that the high temperature form is the one that is more calorimetrically similar to the GÇ A/ AC construct as it is the dominant form leading into the melting region. The conclusion about the GÇ A/AC construct is that it is a temperature-dependent bistable structure, which approximates one type of bulge-mismatch equilibrium at low temperatures (the GÇ /A form, Figure 2 ) and another type at high temperatures (the Ç A/C form, Figure 2) . Moreover, each of the components of this bistable switching structure (the GÇ /A and the Ç A/C constructs) is in turn composed of multiple-conformations.
Conclusions
Local, base-specific probes can provide dynamics and structural information on the nature of the components involved in polymorphic nucleic acid structures where nonduplex forms, specifically bulges and mismatches, are involved. Structural information can be obtained from different EPR-based "dynamic signatures". Two different base-specific probes were used in multiple bulge-mismatch constructs, and van't Hoff analysis was used to examine the thermodynamics. Neither probe yielded a clear correspondence with NN model calculations. The utility of a base-specific probe to complement and interpret complex calorimetric data on multistate structures has been demonstrated. The presence of several states in the premelt region of a bulgemismatch structure is demonstrated; therefore, the calorimetric data on these structures cannot be interpreted in terms of a simple two-state model. Through analysis of the dynamics of a base-specific spin probe, we are able to demonstrate that a multistate structure can be analyzed in terms of simpler bulges, and that temperature dependent, bistable forms may be quite common in nonduplex DNA and by implication RNA. 
